
Tango Lover Guide To Buenos Aires

Are you a tango lover, looking for an immersive experience in the birthplace of
this passionate dance form? Look no further than Buenos Aires, Argentina's
vibrant capital city. With its rich history, charming neighborhoods, and numerous
tango venues, Buenos Aires offers the perfect setting for any tango enthusiast. In
this guide, we will take you on a journey through the city, highlighting the best
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tango spots and providing valuable tips to make the most of your tango
adventure.

1. Exploring the Tango Neighborhoods

Buenos Aires is divided into several neighborhoods, each with its unique tango
culture. Below are some of the most famous neighborhoods that every tango
lover should visit:
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San Telmo: Known for its bohemian atmosphere, San Telmo is home to many
tango clubs and milongas (tango dance halls). Wander through its
cobblestone streets and discover hidden tango gems.

La Boca: Famous for its colorful houses and vibrant street art, La Boca is
where tango was born. Don't miss a visit to El Caminito, a popular tourist
spot bursting with tango music and dance.

Recoleta: This upscale neighborhood is home to beautiful parks, museums,
and historic buildings. It also boasts numerous tango salons where you can
take tango lessons or enjoy a live performance.
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Palermo: Known for its trendy bars and restaurants, Palermo is where you'll
find a mix of modern and traditional tango venues. Enjoy a tango show while
indulging in a delicious Argentine dinner.

2. Attending Tango Shows

If you want to witness tango at its finest, attending a tango show is a must.
Buenos Aires offers a wide range of tango shows catering to different tastes and
budgets. From intimate tango clubs to grand theaters, you will find a show that
suits your preferences. Some of the most popular tango shows include:

La Ventana: Located in San Telmo, La Ventana offers an authentic tango
experience in a historic building. Enjoy live music, passionate dancing, and a
delicious Argentine dinner.

Rojo Tango: Situated in the Faena Hotel, Rojo Tango is known for its
luxurious atmosphere and top-notch performances. Get ready to be
mesmerized by the elegance and skill of the dancers.

Café de los Angelitos: With over a century of history, Café de los Angelitos is
one of the oldest tango venues in Buenos Aires. Immerse yourself in the
charm of the golden age of tango as you watch the show.

3. Taking Tango Lessons

Why just watch tango when you can learn to dance it? Buenos Aires offers
countless tango schools and private instructors where you can take lessons
tailored to your level of experience. Whether you're a beginner or an advanced
dancer, taking tango lessons in the birthplace of tango is an unforgettable
experience. Some renowned tango schools include:



Escuela Carlos Copello: Founded by the renowned tango dancer Carlos
Copello, this school offers group classes and private lessons for all levels.

Academia Tango Club: Located in San Telmo, this tango school welcomes
both beginners and experienced dancers. Learn from professional instructors
in a friendly and relaxed environment.

DNI Tango: Known for its high-quality instruction, DNI Tango offers group
classes, private lessons, and tango workshops with experienced tango
maestros.

4. Exploring Tango Stores and Markets

If you're looking to bring a piece of tango culture back home, Buenos Aires has
many tango stores and markets to satisfy your shopping desires. From tango
shoes and clothing to CDs and sheet music, you will find a wide range of tango-
related merchandise. Some popular places to shop for tango items include:

Bandolera Tango Boutique: Specializing in tango shoes and clothing,
Bandolera Tango Boutique offers a wide selection of high-quality tango attire
for both men and women.

Mercado de San Telmo: This iconic market in San Telmo is a treasure trove
for tango lovers. Explore its many stalls and find unique tango memorabilia,
vintage records, and more.

Casa Barco: Located in Palermo, Casa Barco is a tango store that combines
traditional and contemporary tango fashion. Discover stylish tango clothing
and accessories in this trendy boutique.

5. Joining Tango Milongas



A milonga is a social gathering where tango lovers come together to dance,
socialize, and enjoy the passion of tango. Buenos Aires is filled with milongas,
offering a welcoming environment for dancers of all levels. Some popular
milongas that you should check out include:

Milonga Cachirulo: Held in the beautiful Salón Canning, Milonga Cachirulo is
known for its friendly atmosphere and traditional tango music. Dance the
night away in this popular milonga.

Milonga La Viruta: With its spacious dance floor and vibrant energy, Milonga
La Viruta is a favorite among locals and tourists alike. Dance to the rhythms
of different orchestras and connect with fellow tango enthusiasts.

Milonga Tango Cool: Located in Palermo, Milonga Tango Cool offers a
modern twist on traditional tango milongas. Discover a mix of classic and
contemporary tango music in a relaxed setting.

Buenos Aires is a paradise for tango lovers, offering a diverse range of tango
experiences. Whether you're watching a mesmerizing tango show, taking tango
lessons, exploring tango neighborhoods, or shopping for tango memorabilia, the
city has something to offer everyone. Immerse yourself in the magic of tango in
Buenos Aires, and let this guide be your companion on your tango adventure.

Remember, it's not just a dance; it's a way of life!

Are you ready to Tango in Buenos Aires?
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Begin your tango journey to Buenos Aires! Experience the tango dance halls
(milongas), the dinner shows, tango bars, and restaurants that feature tango.
Learn where the icons of tango are immortalized. Know where to dance and what
is expected of the visitor who traverses the culture of tango. The author, a single
woman traveling alone, visited Buenos Aries many times over many years.
Recently, she lived there for a year, keeping a journal of her odyssey. She
interviewed and taped milongueros to discover secrets of the dance and
traditions that shaped their attitudes and behavior.
Tango Lovers Guide to Buenos Aires is the authors memoir as well as a guide for
tango aficionados who want to see, feel, and hear tango at every turn and on
every corner. Whether you are on a mission to dance until it hurts, or you simply
want to immerse yourself in the music and history of tango 24/7; this book shows
you how to:
Visit tango hotspots online
Hit the ground dancing in 24 hours
Know what to expect at the milongas
Explore the barrios that give tango life
Learn Spanish words and phrases to negotiate the world of tango
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The website for this book is: www.tangoloversguide.com. It allows readers to stay
abreast of changes within the tango world of BsAs. It also lists by month and date
special tango events at the different clubs, cafes, bars, cultural centers, theaters,
museums, and milongas.
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